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ABSTRACT
Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) has been one of non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
schemes aiming to support high spectral efficiency and ubiquitous access requirements for 5G
wireless communication networks. Conventional SCMA approaches are confronting remarkable
challenges in designing low complexity high accuracy decoding algorithm and constructing optimum
codebooks. Fortunately, the recent spotlighted deep learning technologies are of significant potentials
in solving many communication engineering problems. Inspired by this, we explore approaches to
improve SCMA performances with the help of deep learning methods. We propose and train a deep
neural network (DNN) called DL-SCMA to learn to decode SCMA modulated signals corrupted by
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Putting encoding and decoding together, an autoencoder
called AE-SCMA is established and trained to generate optimal SCMA codewords and reconstruct
original bits. Furthermore, by manipulating the mapping vectors, an autoencoder is able to generalize
SCMA, thus a dense code multiple access (DCMA) scheme is proposed. Simulations show that the
DNN SCMA decoder significantly outperforms the conventional message passing algorithm (MPA) in
terms of bit error rate (BER), symbol error rate (SER) and computational complexity, and AE-SCMA
also demonstrates better performances via constructing better SCMA codebooks. The performance
of deep learning aided DCMA is superior to the SCMA.
Keywords Sparse code multiple access · Wireless communication · Non-orthogonal multiple access · Machine
learning · Dense code multiple access
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1 Introduction
To meet the emerging calls of massive connectivity and high spectral efficiency for modern mobile devices and Internet
of Things, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is proposed in the 5th generation (5G) wireless communications.
Unlike traditional orthogonal multiple access schemes, NOMA allows more than one user overlapping in the same
communication resource block, causing interference while recovering the transmitted bits of all users by introducing a
new demodulating algorithm. Typical NOMA schemes include power-domain NOMA [1], multi-user shared access
(MUSA) [2], pattern division multiple access (PDMA) [3], bit division multiplexing (BDM) [4], interleave division
multiple access (IDMA) [5] and sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [6].
Inspired by low density signature (LDS) and multicarrier code division multiple access (CDMA) [7], SCMA merges
QAM modulation and LDS spreader together: bits are grouped into sets, and each set is mapped into a complex sparse
vector named codeword according to the predefined codebook. Different users are assigned to different codebooks,
which are carefully designed such that non-orthogonal multiple access and overloading can be achieved. In a receiver’s
perspective, the received signal are "interleaved" by multiple users’ transmitting signal. A maximum likelihood (ML)
detector is supposed to obtain the optimal guess of transmitted bits from the received "interleaved" signal. Because
of the sparsity of the codewords, the message passing algorithm (MPA) with lower computational complexity can be
adopted to approximate the optimal solution of ML method.
There are two major challenges for implementation of an SCMA system: efficient decoding algorithm and optimal
codebook design. Although MPA can be applied to calculate the marginal probabilities of all symbols based on an
underlying factor graph, its iterative computation structure is too complicated and time-consuming for a practical
detector. Finding a more efficient decoding algorithm for SCMA is an active topic in academia. As the codebook
structure heavily dominates performance of the SCMA system, many researchers make effort to explore how to design
better codebooks. Most of them consider methods of manipulating constellation structure to maximize the minimum
Euclidean distance of constellation points inner and outer users. However, due to the non-orthogonality, more than one
users collide over a carrier, thus introducing dependencies among different codewords can help to deduce to recover
colliding codewords from the other carriers. As can be seen, it is hard to draw a criterion for constellation manipulating
methods to guide to design good codebooks.
Thanks to the spotlighted breakthrough of AlphaGo [8], machine learning especially deep learning (DL) approaches
have seen a dramatically increase of exciting applications in various fields such as computer vision and natural language
processing. Generally speaking, DL is suitable for solving classification and recognition problems, particular in the
areas that apparent physical features are not easy to characterize with rigid mathematical models. DL is good at
extracting features for those systems by learning from a limited amount of labeled samples and categorizing the new
unlabeled input data accordingly. Traditional technologies of modern communication contain rich expert knowledge
of modeling, analyzing and designing methodology. However for SCMA, an obvious codebook design criterion and
practical optimal decoder are intractable to obtain, and SCMA is essentially an encoding/decoding process with noise
contamination. In this regard, DL has the large potential for SCMA in codebook generation and decoder construction.
In this paper, we are going to investigate how DL methods can be applied in SCMA systems and how well they can
perform compared to the traditional and the state of the art approaches. To focus on these, throughout the paper, we
assume that the discussed systems are all in the scenarios in which only AWGN channels without channel coding are
considered.
1.1 Related work
Extensive works have been proposed in pursuing better and lower computational complexity SCMA decoding algorithms
in recent years. Taking advantage of the linearly increasing complexity, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method
is applied for SCMA decoding in [9], lower computational complexity is achieved when the codebook size is large.
Authors in [10] design a look up table method to reduce the computational complexity of the MPA and propose
several scheduling schemes achieving efficient message exchange and parallel processing to speed up the convergence
of the MPA. By restricting function nodes in a reasonable search region and eliminating the exponential operations
via applying appropriate combination of max operations, an improved log-MPA decoder called RRL detector [11]
demonstrates a near-optimum BER performance with significantly reduced complexity. An improved MPA which
eliminates determined user codewords after certain number of iterations and continue the iterations for undetermined
user’s codewords is proposed in [12]. [13] has explored three low complexity detectors called variable MPA (VMPA),
improved variable MPA (IVMPA) and incomplete iterative MPA (IIMPA) for reducing iteration times of the traditional
MPA. A modified sphere decoding (MSD) detection scheme for SCMA is proposed in [14], which reduce complexity
by exploiting the sparsity of the codebooks. This work achieves the performance of the optimal maximum likelihood
(ML) detection in scenarios over AWGN channel without channel coding, thus is considered as the state of the art
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low-complexity SCMA detection compatible with our simulation setups. We choose it as a comparison candidate in the
performance evaluation section.
In addition to the decoding algorithms, there are various studies focusing on SCMA codebook optimal designing. A
systematic multi-stage lattice constellation based codebook design method is viewed as sub-optimal [15]. Various
improvements, based on constellation rotation [16], spherical codebooks [17], star-QAM based multidimensional
signaling [18], have been consecutively proposed. Taking the mapping matrices into account, [19] has presented a unified
approach to generate constellations, which is a joint optimization problem formulated as a non-convex quadratically
constrained quadratic programming that is tackled by using the semi-definite relaxation technique. By analyzing
the SCMA signal model based on superposition modulation, [20] pointed out that the superimposed constellation
points depend only on one amplitude variable, therefore proposed an SCMA codebook design method based on a
one-dimensional searching algorithm, which can minimize the upper bound of pair-wise error probability (PEP) on the
variable. Both of [21] and [22] have declared that mutual information can be utilized in designing SCMA codebooks,
they respectively proposed different optimization methods based on that. Other SCMA codebook optimization methods,
including genetic algorithm [23], constellation segmentation [24], dimensional permutation switching [25], golden
angle modulation [26] and maximum distance separable codes [27] have also been investigated.
All the above works are concerned with knowledge of conventional communication field and are independent of
machine learning technologies. As DL exhibits its abilities in abundant fields [28], more and more researches are
conducted for exploring its applicable possibility in communication systems. There are opportunities and challenges lie
in these emerging studies [29]. New ways of thinking about communications as end-to-end reconstruction optimization
tasks are introduced in [30], which utilize autoencoders to jointly learn transmitter and receiver implementations as
well as signal encodings without any prior knowledge. Similar thoughts are applied in OFDM [31], massive MIMO
systems [32], millimeter-wave communications [33], optical fiber communications [34] and multi-colored visible light
communications [35]. DL for channel coding is also attracting attentions [36, 37]. In addition, many specific aspects of
communication systems are being studied from machine learning perspective, including modulation recognition [38],
PAPR reduction [39], wireless interference identification [40], and so on. However, speaking to DL for SCMA, currently
to the authors knowledge, very limited related works have been conducted or published besides the article [41], which
only takes account of autoencoders without DCMA extending.
1.2 Paper contributions
The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. A novel approach called DL-SCMA for SCMA decoding based on DL technique has been proposed. A deep
neural network (DNN) model for learning how to decode SCMA is established, in where multiple-dimension
vectors, which are converted from overlapped complex vectors derived from the received signal, are accepted
as input, and binary vectors are output as the decoded bits.
2. An AE-SCMA scheme of designing autoencoders for SCMA en/decoding is established. The proposed
AE-SCMA can consequently generate codebooks for the SCMA system and help to obtain the knowledge of
the particular structure of optimal codebooks.
3. Viewed as a general version of SCMA, a novel dense code multiple access (DCMA) scheme is formulated,
whose encoding and decoding processes are instructed and built by automatic learning of an autoencoder.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the SCMA system model and architecture analysis
of the neural network and autoencoder. Section 3 describes the proposed schemes. Experiments for performance
evaluation and some discussions are conducted in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. Section 6 concludes this paper
and presents future work.
2 SCMA system model and DL analysis
2.1 SCMA system model
As depicted in Fig. 1, consider J users transmitting data bits over the same K sub-carriers of OFDM, here K < J
such that overloading is provided. According to SCMA encoder, each user maps every m = log2(M) bits into a
K-dimensional complex codeword c with only N non-zero elements standing for QAM modulation and LDS spreading
combination, here N < K. The overlapping degree is df = JNK , and overloading ratio is λ =
J
K . There are M
codewords forming a codebook for each user and each codebook is unique. The encoding procedure can be described
by c = f(b), where b ∈ Blog2(M) and c ∈ C ⊂ CK with |C| = M . Function f is actually a mapping matrix which
3
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Figure 1: SCMA system model.
can be represented by a factor graph. Fig. 2 gives an example of the factor graph representation of 6 user data streams
multiplexed over 4 sub-carriers.
Denote bj = (b1j , · · · , bmj), cj = (c1j , · · · , cKj)T and fj = (f1j , · · · , fKj)T as the transmitting bits, mapped
codeword and the mapping functions of user j, respectively. After synchronous multiplexing, without considering
channel fading, the received signal can be expressed as:
r =
∑J
j=1
diag(hj)cj + n
=
∑J
j=1
diag(hj)f j(bj) + n
(1)
where hj = (h1j , · · · , hKj)T is the channel gain vector for K sub-carriers of user j, here all its elements are set
to constants as no channel fading is considered, and n = (n1j , · · · , nKj)T , nij ∼ CN
(
0, σ2
)
is the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. The key variables that affects the received signal are the codewords cj which are
determined by the mapping functions f j , j = 1, · · · J .
For an SCMA decoder, its mission is to recover the original bits transmitted by all the users as far as possible given the
received signal r, channel conditions {hj}Jj=1 and all the user codewords {Cj}Jj=1. The joint optimum maximum a
posteriori (MAP) detection can guess a Cˆ that maximizes the joint a posteriori pmf (probability mass function) of the
multiplexed codewords C ∈ CJ , which can be expressed as:
Cˆ = arg max
C∈CJ
p(C|r) (2)
where CJ := C1 × · · · × CJ . The complexity of MAP detector increases exponentially with J and polynomially with
M , thus the MPA detector, which interactively approximates the solution of the marginalize product of functions (MPF)
problem over the underlying factor graph, is applied as a near-optimal solution.
2.2 Deep neural network
A DNN is composed of multiple layers which are made of nodes called "neurons". A node is the place where
computation happens, which is described by:
y = ϕ(wTx + b) (3)
where w = (w1, · · · , wn)T ∈ Rn,x = (x1, · · · , xn)T ∈ Rn, b ∈ R. Each node in a layer accepts all the output data
of the previous layer as input x. Each input data xi is multiplied by a weight wi, and all the multiplied data plus a bias b
4
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Users
Sub-carriers
Figure 2: Factor graph representation of an SCMA encoder codeword mapping with 6 users and 4 sub-carriers.
are added up and the sum is passed through an activation function ϕ to generate the output y. Apart from the input and
output layers, a DNN usually has more than one hidden layers. Each layer l with Nl,o nodes connecting a preceding
layer with Nl,i nodes can be described by:
yl = ϕl
(
Wl
Txl + bl
)
(4)
where Wl ∈ RNl,i×Nl,o is the weight matrix, bl ∈ RNl,o is the bias vector, and xl ∈ RNl,i , yl ∈ RNl,o are the input
and output vectors, respectively. The structure of a DNN is shown in Fig. 3.
To train a DNN, back propagation and gradient descent are commonly used approaches. Firstly, a loss function L(·)
which calculates the difference between the network output and its expected output is needed. Normally, the mean
squared error is used for the loss function. In the case that output data are vectors of binary or probabilities whose
values are in the range of [0, 1], then the cross-entropy can be adopted as a better loss function. Then, based on the
gradient descent method, the weights and biases of the network are updated according to their derivatives of the loss
function, which is expressed as follows:
wij
′ = wij − α ∂L∂wij = wij − α ∂L∂yj
∂yj
∂netj
yi
bij
′ = bij − α ∂L∂bij = bij − α ∂L∂yj
∂yj
∂netj
(5)
where α is the learning rates and ∂yj∂netj is the partial derivative of the activation function of layer j with respective to its
input. To gain better training performance and decrease computational complexity, many techniques for improving the
gradient descent method are proposed, such as: SGD, Momentum, Adagrad, RMSprop, Adam, et al..
2.3 Autoencoder
Autoencoders can be viewed as special neural networks that their output values are equal to the inputs. It is composed
of two parts: the encoder that learns to compress data from the input layer into a code and the decoder that learns to
uncompress the code into values which closely matches the original input data. The structure of an autoencoder is
depicted in Fig. 4.
As one of the autoencoder’s variants, denoising autoencoders (DAE) deal with inputs corrupted by some form of noise
and are trained to recover the original clean versions [42]. Suppose C(·) is a corruption process, the input of a DAE
can be expressed as x˜ = C(x). Denote e(·;We,be) and d(·;Wd,bd) as the encoder and decoder, respectively, where
We,be,Wd,bd are the weights and biases to be determined, and the target of training the DAE is to minimize the
reconstruction loss:
W∗e,b
∗
e,W
∗
d,b
∗
d = argmin
We,d,be,d
L (x, d (e (x˜;We,be) ;Wd,bd)) (6)
Denoising training forces e(·;We,be) and d(·;Wd,bd) to implicitly learn the structure of the corrupted input samples,
so as to gain a good representation of the general input model.
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3 Proposed schemes
In this section, implementation of DL-SCMA based on DNN is firstly presented. Then AE-SCMA schemes of applying
autoencoders to learn to do SCMA coding and decoding are proposed. In addition, techniques of variable initialization
and batch normalization for the proposed schemes have been discussed.
3.1 DNN based SCMA decoder
As given in the previous section, in SCMA, the received signal r is the combination of multiple users’ modulated
signals plus channel noise. In this paper, only AWGN is considered, and assume all channel conditions {hj}Jj=1
are known and determined. Viewed from ends of transmitters and receivers, different transmitting bit combinations
should generate different received signals, that’s to say, the transmitting bits and the received signal are correlated with
certain relations. Generally speaking, because of the participation of noises, these relations are not clear and therefore
difficult to formulate an explicit mathematics equation to describe without enough knowledge of users’ codebooks and
channel conditions. For a receiver, its task is to find these relations. This is a typical classification problem: classify
different received signals into the corresponding transmitting bit combinations. It is well known that DNNs are good
at learning features of implicit relations and solve classification problems. Therefore, applying DNNs to implement
SCMA decoders is feasible.
For an SCMA system of J users transmitting bits over K sub-carriers of OFDM, a DNN for SCMA decoding accepts
the received signal which can be represented by K complex values corrupted by AWGN noise, and output mJ binaries
that stand for the decoded bits transmitted by the J users, where m = log2(M), given previously. Converting the
complex values into real and imaginary parts, an SCMA decoding DNN has 2K nodes for the input layer and mJ
nodes for the output layer. Hidden layers are dense fully connected, whose activation functions could be rectified linear
unit (ReLU), Tanh or Sigmoid. Through running many experiments in practice, the Tanh activation function is proved to
be the best in gaining better performance for SCMA decoding. To balance the decoding performance and computational
complexity, the number of hidden layers and number of nodes for each hidden layer should be determined carefully.
Generally, to solve a classification problem, a DNN’s output layer usually produces probabilities of multi-classes
pi, i = 1, · · · , n, and cross entropy is usually chosen as the natural loss function L defined as:
L = −
∑n
i=1
ti log(pi) (7)
where ti, i = 1, · · · , n are the target probabilities, which typically take values of one or zero, and they are the supervised
information provided to train the DNN classifier.
There are two cases in computing output probabilities: for mutually exclusive classification, where classified labels
must be one-hot encoded or form a soft class probability distribution, Softmax function should be used because it can
combine all the input elements together to transform them into a class probability distribution. While, for independent
non-mutually exclusive classification, multiple classes can coexist in one classification, and Sigmoid function is a
better choice, for that it can compute every input element’s probability individually. As for SCMA decoding, outputs
are binary bits that are independent non-mutually exclusive. So, for the SCMA decoding DNN, Sigmoid function
σ(x) ≡ (1 + e−x)−1 is used as the activation function in the output layer, and cross entropy is adopted as the loss
function.
The aim of training this SCMA decoding DNN is to approximate the optimum solution of weights and biases, Wd,bd,
to minimize the cross entropy between the original transmitting bits from all users and the DNN outputs, which can be
expressed as following:
min
Wd,bd
(
−
mJ∑
i=1
bi log
(
pii
[
d
(
(y1, · · · , y2K)T ;Wd,bd
)]))
(8)
where d(·;Wd,bd) represents the whole neural network decoding process which outputs the decoded bits vector,
bˆ =
(
bˆ1, · · · , bˆmJ
)T
. Note that, bˆi, i = 1, · · · ,mJ are the outputs of Sigmoid function, whose values are in the range
of [0, 1]. pii[·] denotes the i-th element of a input vector.
To train the network, sufficient samples containing received signal y and the corresponding original transmitting bits b,
where y = (y1, · · · , y2K)T and b = (b1, · · · , bmJ)T , are required. To get sufficient knowledge of users’ modulating
codewords, enough various combinations of b should be provided in the training sample set. For this reason, in this
paper, b are randomly generated in uniform distribution for the training sample set.
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Figure 5: Structure of the SCMA autoencoder.
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or Eb/N0 plays an important role in communication systems and usually directly affects
the BER. It can be inferred that training samples with different SNRs may lead to different learning results for the
SCMA decoding DNN. Too small SNR means that the original modulated signal can be severely corrupted by noise,
causing signal structure vague. Thus it is of significant difficulties for the DNN training to extract samples’ inner
features and learn to decode correctly. On the other hand, training samples generated by too large SNR could lead to
overfitting, thereby causing bad performance when dealing with small SNR testing data sets. Overall, appropriate SNR
to generate training samples is crucial for the decoding performance and should be investigated comprehensively.
3.2 Learn to en/decode
It is notable that, with only the aid of sufficient training samples, DL-SCMA can learn to decode SCMA without any
knowledge of users’ codewords cj and channel conditions hj , j = 1, · · · J . That’s to say, codebooks and channel
information can be learned and contained implicitly in the weights and biases of the network. Actually, not only can the
decoding process be constructed by a DNN, but also can the encoding process be done so. Senders of an SCMA system
map every m bits to a K-dimensional complex value vector (codeword). A DNN with m nodes of input layer accepting
binaries and 2K nodes of output layer standing for the K-dimensional complex codeword can represent the SCMA
mapping (encoding) process for one single user. The multiple users synchronously transmitting process are represented
by stacking up J such DNNs and summing up their output layers. Viewed these stacked DNNs as a whole, it could be
called SCMA DNN encoder and connected with the aforementioned decoding DNN. Hence, an autoencoder is obtained.
Fig. 5 gives the whole detailed structure of the SCMA autoencoder. To keep the learned codewords sparse, a binary
vector sj = (s1, · · · , s2K)T which is determined by the SCMA mapping matrix is multiplied to the encoder’s output
layer for each user j. Elements of sj taking values of 1 or 0 depend on which N resources the user j is mapped
to. For example, for case J = 6, K = 4 and N = 2, if user j is mapped to resources 2 and 4, then sj takes the
value of [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1]T . The output signal in resources 1 and 3 are canceled out after being multiplied by vector
sj . By doing so, although every user output 2K nodes, only 2N of them have none-zero values. By summing up
all the users’ outputs, the combined output signal is the same as the original SCMA system. In addition, a vector h
stands for the channel conditions is multiplied to the sum of the J users’ encoder output layers, and an AWGN vector
is added to the sum layer y¯ to produce the decoder input layer y. Here, all the 2K elements of vector h are set to
constant values representing the complex channel gains for the K sub-carries travelling in the assumed AWGN channels.
Stacking multiple DNNs together and connecting with another DNN is easy to implement in Tensorflow. Furthermore,
experiments have shown that, for such an autoencoder with noise added, back-propagation based training works without
problem in Tensorflow.
The same as a normal autoencoder, AE-SCMA is composed of two parts: the encoder and decoder. A small difference
lies in that communication channel and noise are introduced connecting the encoder and the decoder. As can be seen,
this is actually a DAE that the corruption process is dominated by AWGN in the channel. Outputs of the encoder part
stand for the learned codewords, including real and imaginary parts. To constrain signal’s transmitting energy, the Tanh
activation function is adopted in the output layer of the encoder part, causing values of the real and imaginary parts of
the learned codewords in the range of [-1,1], thus the maximum power is 2. The AWGN is randomly generated by a
8
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normal distribution with mean equals zero and variance σ2 = E
[
‖y¯‖2
]
/SNR, where E[·] is the expectation value
and SNR is calculated by SNR = (Eb/N0) · (mJ/K).
Similar to DL-SCMA, due to that only binaries are accepted in the input layer, cross-entropy should be chosen as
the loss function for training and Sigmoid function should be used as the activation function of the decoder’s output
layer. Still, experiments prove that Tanh function performs better than other activation functions for the hidden layers
in AE-SCMA. The number of layers and the number of nodes for each layer are carefully designed according to the
balance of the desired performance and computational complexity.
Shown in Fig. 5, the binary vector sj whose element values can only be 0 or 1 indicates which sub-carriers are occupied
by user j. Vectors sj , j = 1, · · · , J are not trainable, and they should be configured as constants according to the
SCMA mapping matrix before training. For a regular SCMA system, there are only N non-zero elements within a
user’s codeword, thus, correspondingly, there are 2N elements take value 1 in sj . As a result, the outputs of the encoder
part of AE-SCMA can be viewed as codewords which are learned by training.
As we all know, the reason why SCMA is called spare is that it is a relatively small percentage of elements taking value
1 in the codewords, that is to say N  K. However, in AE-SCMA, by setting all or most of the values of elements in
sj to 1, we get a new form of code based NOMA scheme called dense code multiple access (DCMA). Compare to
SCMA, DCMA has a higher overlapping degree, df . For AE-SCMA, it treats SCMA and DCMA with no difference, as
its network structure and training procedure do not change.
According to (6) and (8), the denoising training target of AE-SCMA is given as following:
min
We,d,be,d
(
−
mJ∑
i=i
bi log (pii [d (h · e(b;We,be) + n;Wd,bd)])
)
(9)
where e(b;We,be) =
∑J
j=1 sj · ej
(
bj ;We
j ,be
j
)
and n is the vector of AWGN related to SNR. In order to make
AE-SCMA to learn to construct complete codebooks for all users, training set should contain all the MJ combinations
of b. Similar to the SCMA decoding DNN, an appropriate value of SNR or Eb/N0 should be considered carefully in
the training process as it is crucial for AE-SCMA to extract essential features from the training data.
3.3 Variable initialization and batch normalization
Due to back propagation and gradient descent based training, different initial values of weights and biases may lead
a DNN to different finial solutions and convergence speeds [43]. Variable initialization is important for both of the
SCMA decoder DNN and autoencoder proposed in this paper.
Activation function Tanh is used for the hidden layers of the SCMA decoding DNN and autoencoder. According to (4),
for each hidden layer l, its output yl = (yl,1, · · · yl,Nl,o)T is dominated by:
yl = Tanh(Wl
Tyl−1 + bl) (10)
where yl−1 = (yl−1,1, · · · yl−1,Nl,i)T is the previous layer output, bl = (bl,1, · · · , bl,Nl,o)T , and Wl =
(wl,1, · · · ,wl,Nl,o), where wl,k = (wl,k,1, · · · , wl,k,Nl,i)T , k = 1, · · · , Nl,o. As can be seen from the graph of
Tanh function, when result of WlTyl−1 + bl is too small or too large, output yl will become saturated and the gradient
will approach zero. This makes the output useless for the next layers and causes the gradient vanishing problem at the
training phase. Variable initialization and batch normalization are proposed to deal with this problem.
To prevent signals flowing in the network from exploding to large values (including negative and positive), when passing
a layer in forward propagation, variance of output values should be kept in the same as the inputs. That’s to say, to
choose proper initial values of weights and biases for each layer that satisfy V ar[yl] = V ar[yl−1] is necessary. This is
known as Xavier initialization [44]. Without considering biases and assuming activation function in the linear regime,
relation of variance among output yl, input yl−1 and weight matrix Wl is give by [44]:
V ar[yl] = Nl,i · V ar[Wl] · V ar[yl−1] (11)
Thus, Nl,i · V ar[Wl] = 1 is required to keep V ar[yl] = V ar[yl−1]. The similar argument can be made for the
gradients when passing layers in backward propagation, that is to say, to make V ar[∂L/∂yl] = V ar[∂L/∂yl−1],
Nl,o · V ar[Wl] = 1 is required. These two conditions can not both be satisfied at the same time, unless Nl,i = Nl,o.
As [44] indicates, a compromise is given by:
V ar[Wl] =
2
Nl,i +Nl,o
(12)
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For all the weights initialization in this paper, the above constraint is attached.
To further improve vanishing and exploding gradients problem, batch normalization technique [45] is applied in the
networks in this paper. The purpose of batch normalization is to linearly transform layer’s inputs to ones with zero
means and unit variances, making them de-correlated and be kept in the active region of the activation functions, without
corrupting the learned features.
The approach adopted in this paper is normalization via min-batch statistics. In SGD optimization training, the whole
training data set is divided into min-batches to feed the network. Consider layer l with input yl−1. As normalized
values are directly feed into the activation functions, the normalizing should be taken place right before the non-
linear activation. Therefore, denote WlTyl−1 + bl as zl = (zl,1, · · · , zl,Nl,o)T , training min-batch of size Nb as
B = {zl(1), · · · , zl(Nb)}. The batch normalization process includes the following steps:
1. batch mean and variance computation: ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , Nl,o}
1
Nb
Nb∑
i=1
zl,k
(i) → µB,k (13)
1
Nb
Nb∑
i=1
(
zl,k
(i) − µB,k
)2
→ σB,k2 (14)
For each dimension k of every zl(i) in batch B, the calculated mean and variance B are µB,k and σB,k2,
respectively.
2. normalizing: ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , Nl,o}, i ∈ {1, · · · , Nb}
zl,k
(i) − µB,k√
σB,k2 + ε
→ zˆ(i)l,k (15)
Every element k of every zl(i) in batch B is normalized to zˆ(i)l,k , where ε is a constant added to the batch
variance for numerical stability.
3. scaling and shifting: ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , Nl,o}, i ∈ {1, · · · , Nb}
γl,k
(i) · zˆ(i)l,k + βl,k(i) → al,k(i) (16)
where γl,k(i) and βl,k(i) are parameters to be learned along with the original weights and biases of the network
during training. They are introduced to give the network chances to restore representation power when inputs
are all normalized. The final batch normalized results are al,k(i), k = 1, · · · , Nl,o, i = 1, · · · , Nb, which then
are fed into the activation functions producing layer outputs {yl(1), · · · ,yl(Nb)}.
In this paper, the process described above is added in every hidden layer in the SCMA decoding DNN and autoencoder.
Experiments show that performances with and without batch normalization differ a lot. Batch normalization can largely
improve the training speed and the decoding accuracy.
4 Performance evaluation
4.1 Simulation setup
Unless otherwise indicated, all the experiments conducted in this paper is through simulations with the configurations
specified here. Consider SCMA system with J = 6 users, K = 4 sub-carriers and M = 4, thus m = 2, user codebooks
given in [46] are used. The reason why we choose this codebook is twofold: 1) this is the only codebook explicitly
given in public we can find; 2) the state of the art SCMA decoder from [14] that we are going to compare performances
with had used this codebook as well. In DL-SCMA, the number of nodes for input layer, hidden layers, and output layer
is 2K = 8, NHN = 48, 2J = 12, respectively. The number of hidden layers NL is 6. The training set is composed of
5 groups, each contains 500000 samples and is randomly generated at Eb/N0 = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively, thus the total
number of training data is 2500000. For AE-SCMA, there are 4 and 5 hidden layers for the encoder and decoder part
and the number of nodes is 32 and 48, respectively. The number of training data is 2000000, also randomly generated.
In the training phase, Eb/N0 is configured to 5. The gradient descent training optimizer ADAM with learning rate of
0.0001 is adopted. Table 1 summarizes the experiment configurations.
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All simulations are run on a DELL Precision Tower 7810 workstation with 2 Inter Xeon E5-2630V4@2.2GHz CPUs,
each with 10 cores, 32GB RAM and an 8GB Nvidia Quadro K5200 GPU. Software environment includes Ubuntu 16.04
operating system, Tensorflow 1.6.0 and Python 2.7.12.
Table 1: Summary of the experiment configurations.
Parameter Value
Numb. of SCMA users J 6
Numb. of sub-carriers K 4
Numb. of codewords for each user M 4
Numb. of nodes for input layer 8
Numb. of nodes for output layer 12
Numb. of nodes for DL-SCMA’s hidden layer 48
Numb. of nodes for AE-SCMA’s encoder part 32
Numb. of nodes for AE-SCMA’s decoder part 48
Numb. of hidden layers for DL-SCMA 6
Numb. of hidden layers for AE-SCMA’s encoder part 4
Numb. of hidden layers for AE-SCMA’s decoder part 5
Numb. of training samples for DL-SCMA 500000
Training Eb/N0 for DL-SCMA 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Numb. of training samples for AE-SCMA 200000
Training Eb/N0 for AE-SCMA 5
Training optimizer ADAM
Learning rate 0.0001
4.2 Decoding accuracy
We mainly compare our proposed schemes with the traditional SCMA decoding algorithm MPA [6] but computed
in logarithm domain, here called Log-MPA. The state of the art non-DL SCMA detection scheme called modified
sphere decoding (MSD) from [14] is also taken into account. Moreover, two schemes called D-SCMA+DNN and
D-SCMA+MPA from the related work [41], which are also based on DL methods, are on the comparison list as well.
The idea of D-SCMA+DNN is similar to our proposed autoencoder, but the structures are different. In the encoder part,
D-SCMA+DNN is composed of a branch of fully connected (FC) networks, each of them is corresponding to an edge of
the SCMA bipartite graph. While our approach is constructed by stacking J FC networks and J sparse mapping binary
vectors sj together for the J users to form the SCMA coding process. Our approach can easily generalize SCMA, by
setting large fractions of values in sj to 1, the DCMA is proposed.
As described in section 2, in SCMA, transmitted bits are grouped into sets and then mapped to codewords that are
actually related to transmitting signals, we call these grouped bits symbols and define symbol error rate (SER) as the
percentage of decoded grouped bits different from the transmitting grouped bits. SER and BER are related, but not the
same. SER is actually more practical than BER in a real communication application.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the BER comparing results. When 3 < Eb/N0 < 14, DL-SCMA is superior to Log-MPA with
3 iterations, and close to 5 iterations. When Eb/N0 is small enough, DNN is hard to learn the causal relationship
between input and output, and when Eb/N0 is large enough, the learned network seems too conservative. Both of these
cases weaken DL-SCMA’s ability to generalize SCMA decoding process. Compare to MSD scheme, DL-SCMA has
equivalent BERs when at small Eb/N0, but has larger BERs when at large Eb/N0. It is notable that D-SCMA+DNN
and D-SCMA+MPA use codebooks generated by another DNN encoder [41], which are different from the ones our
DL-SCMA and MSD used. Due to this, D-SCMA+DNN and D-SCMA+MPA have better BER performances than
DL-SCMA. For a fair comparison, D-SCMA+DNN and D-SCMA+MPA should be compared to our AE-SCMA scheme
and the Log-MPA with learned codebook, respectively.
In all situations, AE-SCMA performs better than Log-MPA, MSD, D-SCMA+DNN and D-SCMA+MPA significantly.
This is surely due to the optimal learned codebooks. It also shows that DCMA slightly outperforms SCMA. This is
reasonable for that DCMA makes more use of sub-carriers thus gives more information of the transmitting bits for
decoding. Section 5 gives more discussions why DCMA could improve the performance. In addition, to further evaluate
the learned codebooks, we have conducted the Log-MPA algorithm using these codebooks, whose result is presented
by the ’+’ symbol denoted line. It can be seen that Log-MPA with learned codebooks indeed surpasses the one with
original codebooks, as well as MSD. Moreover, it also surpasses AE-SCMA when Eb/N0 is less than 5. The reason for
11
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Figure 6: BER performance comparisons.
this achievement is similar to the analysis of the comparison between DL-SCMA and Log-MPA when in small Eb/N0
range.
Fig. 7 depicts the projections of the learned codebooks’ superposition constellations over the 4 resources(sub-carriers).
As can be seen, there are certain patterns hidden in them. Unlike constellation points of codebook from [46], which are
spread apart as much as possible, points are grouped together in some form of patterns. We believe that these patterns
are related to the SCMA factor graph and the symbols mapping. Due to this points grouping, Euclidean distances
between groups are enlarged, thus, for AWGN, group decoding error ratio reduces. As mapping symbols are transmitted
over several(here is two) resources, as long as symbols can uniquely be determined by the intersection of groups
from different resources, constellation points grouping is reasonable as well as feasible. By investigating the learned
codebooks, we found that AE-SCMA constructed codewords exactly complied with this idea. From (d) of Fig. 7, it can
be seen that points grouping is a little imperfect. We believe that this is due to that AE-SCMA did not converged to the
optimal solution during training, which means that there is still space for improvement in obtaining better codebooks.
Fig. 8 and 9 are constellation diagrams of the received signals with different SNRs when using the learned codebooks
and the codebooks from [46] respectively. Due to space limitations, only resource 1’s signals are given. Other resources
have the same situations, thus are ignored here. As analyzed above, points grouping causing larger Euclidean distances,
different groups of constellation points of the learned codebooks maintain better differences in position than the
codebooks from [46] when facing channel noises, therefore resist and distinguish more severely corrupted signals, so as
to reduce the decoding error and enhance the whole decoder’s performance. The formation shape of the constellations
in fig. 8 is consistent with fig. 7.(a), although certain angular rotation is emerged, which is the result of channel
coefficients adding in.
Fig. 10 shows the SER performances. As we’ve pointed out previously, SER is related to BER, thus similar results are
expected. The difference lies in that whenEb/N0 > 14, includingEb/N0 > 3, DL-SCMA is better than Log-MPA with
3 iterations. This means that DL-SCMA has learned the exact mapping relationships between the received interweave
signals and the corresponding codewords (grouped bits, or symbols), instead of individual bit streams. That’s to say,
DL-SCMA has high probability of that it decodes the bits of a group either all of them right or most of them wrong.
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Figure 7: The projections of the learned codebook constellations over (a)RE1, (b)RE2, (c)RE3 and (d)RE4.
When Eb/N0 is small, this leads to obvious different results. AE-SCMA still has better performance in SER, especially
when Eb/N0 is large.
To investigate how training samples generated by different Eb/N0 levels can affect DL-SCMA’s performance,
comprehensive experiments have also been implemented in this paper. Here, we pick out 5 typical cases where
Eb/N0 = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 for comparison. As shown in Fig. 11 and 12, on average, the best Eb/N0 level for generating
training set is 6, which lies in about the middle of the range of [0, 10], not too low nor too high. It conforms to the
previous analysis in section 3. Generally, low Eb/N0 trained networks perform well when decoding low Eb/N0 testing
data sets, but gradually decay when testing Eb/N0 grows. The networks trained by a high Eb/N0 have opposite
situations. It also can be seen that the decoder trained by Eb/N0 6 has superior performance to those trained by 8
and 10 in most testing Eb/N0 cases (including 8 and 10). This is because training dataset in proper Eb/N0 (here is 6)
contains proper structures suitable for the DNN training process to extract the real hidden features related to essences a
correct decoder should have. Although decoders trained by 8 and 10 Eb/N0 may have better accuracy in decoding their
training datasets, when facing to a testing dataset, they show inferior performances to the decoder trained by 6. That’s
to say the decoder trained by proper Eb/N0 has better generalization ability. All of these prove that DL-SCMA and
AE-SCMA can construct appropriate neural networks for SCMA decoding by learning from noise-corrupted SCMA
signals.
4.3 Computational complexity
Log-MPA’s complexity is O (Mdf ), where df is the overlapping degree as defined previously. While the complexity
of a DNN is O (NL ·NHN 2). Specifically, the average complexities in terms of multiplication, addition and log/exp
operations of Log-MPA and DL-SCMA are provided in Table 2 [14], where It is the number of iterations. For
a fair comparison, we have normalized the different arithmetic operations based on the complexity of arithmetic
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Figure 8: Constellation diagrams of the received signals over RE1 with different SNRs when using the learned
codebooks. (a)Eb/N0 = 4, (b)Eb/N0 = 6, (c)Eb/N0 = 8 and (d)Eb/N0 = 10.
operations [47]. Specifically, we normalize an addition to one unit of complexity, a multiplication to 10 units, and an
exponentiation to 20 units [9]. As a result of the parameters configured in the simulation, Table 3, gives the specific
number of the three arithmetic operations and the summed normalized complexities for the Log-MPA and DL-SCMA.
It can be observed that DL-SCMA reduces 5.6%, 23.3% and 35.4% complexities compare to Log-MPA at 3, 5 and
7 iterations, respectively. As indicated in the previous subsection, DL-SCMA shows inferior performance compare
to Log-MPA with iteration larger than 3. However, considering the computational complexity combined decoding
accuracy, this is worthy.
The complexity of MSD depends on the number of symbols and the average number of visited layers [14] when
searching the tree, which is inversely proportional to the SNR. For this specific case, there are totally 46 = 4096
symbols. According to our estimation, when Eb/N0 is lower than 2, DL-SCMA has less complexity than MSD.
Computational complexities of D-SCMA+MPA and D-SCMA+DNN have the same order of Log-MPA and DL-SCMA,
respectively. But D-SCMA+DNN’s neural network has much more hidden nodes compare to DL-SCMA and AE-SCMA.
For this specific simulation, there are 512 hidden nodes for each hidden layer in D-SCMA+DNN, while DL-SCMA has
only 48. There are 6 hidden layers each with 32 hidden nodes in the network in [41] for generating learned codebooks
used by D-SCMA+MPA and D-SCMA+DNN, while the corresponding encoder part of AE-SCMA has 4 layers each
also with 32 nodes. Therefore, in terms of computation, D-SCMA+DNN and its codebook generating DNN are more
complex than the proposed DL-SCMA and AE-SCMA, respectively.
Furthermore, we compare the actual run time on the host computer for the two approaches. Considering tensorflow may
optimize the neural network and utilize GPU for acceleration, we have implemented the Log-MPA in tensorflow in the
form of a static network model which has no trainable variable parameters. This can be done by a way similar to [36],
which expands the iterative message passing procedure in the belief propagation algorithm into stacked neural layers.
For our case of implementing the pure Log-MPA for SCMA decoding in tensorflow, activation function is not used but
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Figure 9: Constellation diagrams of the received signals over RE1 with different SNRs when using the codebook in [46].
(a)Eb/N0 = 4, (b)Eb/N0 = 6, (c)Eb/N0 = 8 and (d)Eb/N0 = 10.
Table 2: Average complexities of Log-MPA and DL-SCMA
Log-MPA DL-SCMA
Multiplication MKdf
(
4dfM
df−1 + 5
)
NHN (2K +NLNHN + 2J)
Addition MKdf (Mdf−1(4df − 2 + It(2 + 1M )) + It(2− 1N ) + 5) NHN (NL − 1) + 2J
Log/Exp
operations MKdfIt
(
Mdf−1 + 1
)
+ 1 0
Table 3: Specific normalized complexity comparison
Log-MPA It = 3 Log-MPA It = 5 Log-MPA It = 7 DL-SCMA
Number of Mul. 9456 9456 9456 14784
Number of Add. 13320 16920 20520 252
Number of log/exp 2449 4081 5713 0
Normalized summation 156860 193100 229340 148092
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Figure 10: SER performance comparisons.
tf.matmul, tf.reduce_logsumexp, tf.log, tf.exp and some tf.unstack, tf.concat, tf.split and tf.reshape are took place. Fig.
13 shows the average computational time for one received signal decoding consumed by different algorithms on the
same host with the same software environment. It can be seen that DL-SCMA has about 2, 3 and 3 orders of magnitude
improvements in saving computation time compare to Log-MPA at 3, 5 and 7 iterations, respectively.
5 Discussions
Users’ codebooks for mapping transmitting bits into modulation constellation points are critical for SCMA performance.
Traditionally, constellation structure analysis based codebook design methods are the mainstreams. They have succeeded
in improving decoding accuracy for small-scale SCMA applications. However, when facing large-scale scenarios, for
instance, when M , N , and J are large enough, all of these methods might have difficulty in tackling the over-complexity
optimal procedures. Through experiments given in this paper, it can be confirmed that autoencoders have the ability
to learn to construct optimal SCMA codebooks. More importantly, an autoencoder is very easy to be established and
expanded. A large number of large size codebooks learning can be achieved by simply enlarge the number of nodes
of the input, output, and hidden layers. As a result, this could be a new way of thinking of SCMA codebook design
methodology. We believe that other more DL techniques could also be valuable for SCMA codebook designing. Some
extensive explorations should be aware of.
The DCMA scheme is the generalized version of SCMA. DCMA has the same overloading ratio as SCMA, as there are
still K resources mapping to J users (layers). The difference between them lies in that DCMA maps every m bits to
K-dimensional codewords with N ′ ≈ K  N non-zero elements while SCMA has only N  K non-zero elements.
For a specific resource, overloading ratio df is increased as more users’ symbols are overlapping on it. However, for a
specific user, information of its transmitting bits spread in more resources, so when decoding, more information can be
utilized and more likely the transmitting bits can be decoded correctly. These two conditions are complementary, and
it is the evidence of that the overall system overloading ratio remains unchanged. Although no extra information is
brought in, DCMA could introduce different structure and organization in the received signal due to its dense mapping.
By properly utilizing these new features DCMA provided, the decoding accuracy is expected to be improved. Compare
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Figure 11: BER performances of DL-SCMA trained by various Eb/N0.
to the MPA, DL-based methods are good at extracting new features from unknown information and utilizing them to
accomplish the designed goal.
The reason why DCMA is not widely known and accepted is that it’s hard to design a low complexity decoder, as the
MPA has poor performance thus is not applicable. However, from the perspective of our proposed DNN decoder, all it’s
doing is learn to extract features suitable for constructing the decoding network from batches of training samples, so as
to correctly decode new testing data. Thus, essentially, there is no difference for the DNN in decoding DCMA and
SCMA. That’s to say, by introducing DL based decoding method, it is no longer impossible to implement a feasible
DCMA decoder. Taking advantage of DL technologies, we think that it should be given more concerns of the value of
dense code based schemes, no matter DCMA, HDPC [48] or MDPC (high, moderate density parity check codes) [49].
Finally, similar to the idea of this paper, perhaps other NOMA, e.g. power-domain NOMA, MUSA, and PDMA, can
also utilize DL to improve their BER performances.
6 Conclusions
Motivated by the positive results of the emerging DL aided communication, we dedicated to exploring a novel DL
based approach for SCMA systems, aiming to improve the BER performance. Firstly, we have proposed a DNN
SCMA decoder which can be trained to decode all users’ original transmitting bits without any prior knowledge of
the users’ codebooks and channel conditions. Further, an SCMA autoencoder is established which can automatically
learn to construct optimal codebooks for all the users confronting AWGN and the corresponding decoder for recovering
the original bits. Moreover, by changing the mapping vectors in the encoding part of AE-SCMA to dense vectors, a
generalized SCMA named DCMA is established. Numerical simulations show the strong evidence that our proposed
DL approach exhibits better BER and SER performance as well as sees lower computational complexity compared to
the traditional Log-MPA.
With the aid of DL, designing a DNN for DCMA decoding become feasible, due to which DCMA scheme is considered
reasonable and become an interesting topic. It is worth to pay significant effort for the in-depth research on this topic in
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the future. Meanwhile, software defined radio (SDR) experiments for evaluating the DNN SCMA decoder also remain
to be implemented.
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